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About This Content

Sport Float Pack is an awesome set of all the sportfishing goodies and tackle you might need if you plan to kick some ass in a
float fishing competition! Perfectly matched and balanced for catching underwater monsters like Catfish, Pike or Trout, the

Sport Float Pack includes the super Nero 12' 10 Sport (390 mm) match rod and Callisto MG 3000 Sport spinning reel that are
twice as strong and durable as their predecessors! Not to mention that you also get some of the sturdiest line, a set of hooks,

baits and other goodies fit for a real sportfishing champion!
We put a lot of thought into assembling this Sport Float Pack, so that you wouldn't have to! ;)

Sport Float Pack is all about becoming a real float fishing champion! It includes:

Sport Float Pack includes:
* 20 BAITCOINS use to purchase advanced fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!

* 20 Storage Slots
* 1 Tackle Setup Slot

SPORTY RODS ‘N REELS
Rod:

* Nero 12' 10" (390) Sport - Length: 12' 10" (3.9 m); Line Weight: 5–12 Lb. (2.5-5.5 kg); Action: Moderate; Pieces: 3; Guides:
14

Reel:
* Callisto MG 3000 Sport - Ratio: 4.7:1; Recovery: 27.5" (70 cm); Capacity: mono 12/100 (0.3/100), braid 20/135 (0.23/135);

Max Drag: 8.8 Lb. (4.0 kg)

TERMINAL TACKLE - a selection of float tackle that you’ll need if you want to enjoy your float fishing competition to the
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fullest!
* Bobbers: Pear Shaped Bobber - Size: 4" x 3" (10 x 7 cm); Max Floating Weight: X High

* Hooks: Hook #1/0, Hook #2/0, Hook #2, Hook #6
* Line: Mono .010" (0.25 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 8 Lb. (3.6 kg)
* Baits: Small Minnows, Natural Eggs, Small Cutbait, Night Crawlers, Crickets

EQUIPMENT
* FishCabin XS Plus Keepnet - Max Single Fish Weight: 33 Lb. (15 kg); Total Fish Weight: 66 Lb. (30 kg); Fish-Friendly: yes
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Title: Sport Float Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 27 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese
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sport float pack

Cute little game. Not Binding of Isaac, but playable.

Unfortunately very monotone. Feels same-y almost instantly. Gameplay is also rather slow.

If you want this kind of game, simply get Binding of Isaac: Rebirth. It's harder and doesn't have a cute dragon, but otherwise it's
simply better.. It's a bit of a bait and switch. A catfish if you will. Clickbait one might say. Bewbs are front and centre in the
thumbnail, yet there is no such celebration of the female form within the games content.. The game is fun and comes with a nice
gameplay, graphics, sound/music and interface. Sometimes it becomes a little annoying because it's not as easy as other games
and you really have to try and find out how things work. Wine making seems not to be too easy :) A few bankruptcies are a
painful part of the journey to a classy winery!. Not happy with this!! hard to control.. tHiS iS tHe nEw cOuNtEr sTriKe. Yes for
the game, No for the Ubisoft DRM (UPlay).

Gotta say, it was a good remake of a classic. More dialogue to flesh out the story this time around. Oddly enough, it feels a bit
easier to play through than the original.. so short but touching

reminds me of my childhood

kids zaman now wont understand how happy we were without gadgets. This may not be as good as Crisis in the Kremlin, but it is
still an excellent look at the political and economic situation in China in the 70's and 80's.
One thing I am enjoying is how this is the opposite of Crisis in the Kremlin, Russia was falling n 1985 but China is rising in '76.

If you enjoy history and simulation games give this a try, I am attempting to help users with questions as the interface is not
perfect.
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This game isnt really that bad. Actually its fun for every kind or people who like roleplaying
. very fun game.
worth the price tag if you have some friends to play with.

pros:
-fun with friends
-great mechanic
-high quality textures and graphics
-good menu music

suggestions:
-public lobbies (its just easier than using discord)
-customization for weapon models and character models
-different maps
-more effects on kill and death (such as weed and old noscope memes)

cons:
-mouse movement feels a little wonky, but still easy to get used to
-jump timer is a little too long
-only one map. Good game, but the game keeps crashing when I brew potions. I like to start on floor one and go all the way to
floor 90 , then brew as many potions as I can. I like trying to get as many buffs as I can, but after floor 80 the game starts
crashing after only 3 potions. I'm not sure what causes it, but if the developer sees this I hope you can fix this. I loved this game.
The art style is amazing. I was blown away when I first opened it up. The story was great and I loved the underlaying message of
magic and spirituality. How it can be misued and how it can be used for good.. This game is ridiculously FUNNY!
That smelly smell and burritos, the devs really have a nice dark humoer and the game runs smoothly and i didnt experience any
bugs, they've done a really nice work.
And the price is less than a euro!

I made a gameplay review of the game: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJds-BOrrqE. This game is fantastic, it took a bit of
effort to get working in vr. When I did however, it was a great experence.. An awful parody on a game long time forgotten.
Lazy programming, non-existant gameplay, dull sounds. Music is okay, though.

Is it worth trying out? No.. Worth the 2 quarters I spent to play this game and only play it once. By level 45 you just buy the
potion that increases castle and people by 25% and its like over. Bad programing on that part. I prefer the classic Age of Castles
over this.. There is a fun game concept here, but the implementation is lacking. A combination of frustrating design decisions
and occasional severe bugs makes this into an unpleasant experience, and if one continues playing until one has beaten the game,
it's more likely due to stubbornness than enjoyment.

In the beginning of the game, combat is tedious, a boring cycle of killing weak enemies that take too long to dispatch while
waiting to find a weapon upgrade which may or may not ever materialize. Later in the game, most actual threats feel as though
their danger comes from clumsy game mechanics rather than appropriate challenge. Various aspects of the game feel
unpolished; a shop appears at the beginning of the game when the player cannot possibly have anything to sell or any money to
spend, the visual indication of the boundary of the level is much too subtle, etc.

Finally, frustrating bugs often take what enjoyment there is out of the experience. Sometimes, after finishing a level, all real
progress will be lost; score is reset and items and upgrades are gone (seems to happen most frequently when alt-tabbing during
level end). Some enemies can be rendered impossible to kill (an abyss enemy in the -goblin family has an invulnerable portion
and a vulnerable portion; usually these can be killed by depleting their vulnerable portions' health and then harpooning them off,
but a Berserk elite has enough bonus health to actually survive this process, leaving only the invulnerable portion to swim around
and attack indefinitely). Finally, the game actually crashed after finishing the final level, so I have no idea whether there is
supposed to be an end-game sequence, and I've no patience left to find out.
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